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100 girls
pose for
Playboy
‘Girls of SEC’ tour
visits Columbia
for casting call
Colin Campbell

CCAMPBELL@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
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USC’s biomass energy facility has been delayed by numerous problems. It is meant to produce steam to heat university buildings and water.

$19 million plant breaks again
Clean energy facility now
three years behind schedule
Ryan Quinn

RQUINN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

USC’s $19 million biomass energy facility
has broken down, again.
The facility, which is located on the corner
of Whaley and Main streets, is supposed to
burn wood chips and hog bark to produce
steam to heat USC’s buildings and water.
Part of the Innovista project, the facility was
billed as an environmentally friendly way
for the university to save over $2 million
per year, and it is the first of its kind in the
nation.
But the facility is now three years behind
schedule due to a string of issues.
“It has a lot of bumps that we hit every time

we get it up and running,” Tom Quasney,
USC’s associate vice president of facilities,
said to the board of trustees two weeks ago.
This month’s bump was a shutdown caused
by clogged water filters and three small leaks
in a steam drum. This came after the plant’s
most successful run of 24 days, during which
the facility wasn’t run at full output for fear
that a boiler would fail for a second time.
Quasney, to whom all questions were
referred, said he expected the facility to
restart soon and that Johnson Controls,
the company responsible for the facility’s
operation, would cover all repairs. Also,
USC has a contract for the next decade
that guarantees it savings of $2.1 million
annually, whether the plant operates or not.
The plant also experienced a “catastrophic
failure” in April when a boiler melted. The
facility’s boilers are where gases from the

burning fuel boil water into steam. Quasney
said at the board of trustees meeting that
USC had been renting a boiler for the past
three winters.
In April of 2009, a bent pipe shut down
the facility for two months. In February of
2008, problems with steam distribution shut
it down for almost a year.
“Because the plant is a prototype, the
problems it has experienced are not unusual,”
Quasney said. “Backup systems are being
installed for critical equipment. Johnson
Controls is committed to constructing a safe
and reliable plant, and once we clear these
hurdles, we anticipate that the biomass plant
will operate efficiently and be a clean, costeffective way to heat the campus.”
Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news

FED president: Economy’s
recovery disappointingly slow
Charles Evans predicts Japanese
disasters will affect global supply
Taylor Cheney

TCHENEY@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
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Anyone with prior experience can join the USC band.

Want to play in band? Just
show up for Spring Game
Future director’s recruiting plan
part of ‘new vision’ for USC band
Cassie Stanton and Ryan Quinn
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

If you’re a USC student — undergraduate or
graduate — and have marching band experience,
dust off that tuba because “The Mighty Sound of
the Southeast” is inviting you to play at the Spring
Football Game on April 9.
Students just have to show up for check-in at
10:30 that morning at the new Band Building on 324
Sumter St. An open house will be held for students
to check out the new facility, refreshments will be
available on the practice field and free Spring Game
T-shirts will be available while supplies last.
At 11 a.m., the band will have a 30-minute rehearsal
before pizza.
Afterward, the players will head to WilliamsBrice Stadium to begin the pregame music at 12:30

The U.S. economy is in its second
year of recover y, President a nd
Chief Execut ive Of f icer for t he
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
C h a rle s Eva n s told a g roup of
USC business school students and
professors Monday.
“When we look at the past two
years as a whole, the improvements
have been disappointing,” Evans said
in his speech. “Too many people
remain unemployed — and some for
extended periods — and too many
businesses have not yet returned to
full operations.”
Evans said he was unsure of the
fi nancial progress in the Southeast,
but he con sider s it pa r t of t he
nat ional recover y, even w it h an
unemployment rate of 10.2 percent.
“ T h e n a t i o n ’s [ p r o j e c t e d ]
4 -percent g row t h rate w ill lead
to improvement in labor markets,
which will be slower than people
would like,” Evans said.
Nat io n a l l y, Ev a n s p r e d ic t e d
that the ripple effects from Japan
w ill af fect t he global supply
chain, specifically automobile and
electronic fields.
“It’s too early to asses the ultimate
economic cost of these events to
the Japanese and U.S. economies,”

Brian Almond / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Eva n s sa id. “ Howe ver, cer t a i n
segments of the U.S. economy that
rely on goods imported from Japan
will see interruptions in their supply
chains, at least in the short run.”
Overall, Evans said that business
is doing well due to t he current
consumer’s focus on productivity.
For graduating college students,
Evans said he advises students to
embrace mistakes.
“It’s a real challenge for new
students. What I would say is that
everyone should apply themselves.
The first job really sets the stage
for progress, but even if that doesn’t
FED ● 3

Fashion Week

House Divided

All new website

51°

The annual weeklong Charleston
event featured USC
students on and off
the runway.

The Sarratt siblings
have found success
pitching on opposite
ends of the Palmetto
State rivalry.

The Daily Gamecock
recently launched a
sleek new, interactive
Website. Check it out.
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Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news

Charles Evans, says too many people
remained unemployed for too long.

BAND ● 3

Tuesday

Easter ca me about
a month early Monday
n ight for a handf ul of
USC fema le st udent s,
who became potent ial
bunnies when Playboy
made its selections for
USC’s contingent of the
October “Girls of SEC”
issue.
The t wo-day casting
call brought about 100
girls, said Jared Ryder,
a sen ior producer for
Playboy.
“[We choose] between
one to si x for each
school,” Ryder said. “So
[t he o dd s a re] 1 t o 6
percent. It’s better than
t he lot ter y but not by
much.”
T he g i rls who were
selected were informed
Monday n ight. A s for
w ho w i l l a c t u a l l y b e
featured in the magazine,
Ryder said t hose g irls
will f ind out at a later
date.
“October is when the
issue drops,” Ryder said.
“Some of t he girls are
f lown to [Los A ngeles]
t o t a k e more phot o s ,
a nd f rom t here t hey
can go on to grow with
Playboy.”
He said some become
Playmates, actresses, TV
hosts and even Playmate
of the Year.
For t he c a st i ng
process, bikini-clad girls
came in, f illed out the
necessary paperwork and
then took a photograph
holding up their names
i n f ront of t hem on a
piece of paper. Then they
posed for a f ull-length
profi le picture.
“South Carolina
ha s some of t he most
attractive women
i n t he Sout heaster n
Conference. They have a
class that’s hard to fi nd,”
Ryder said.
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Russian activists
discuss Chernobyl
Attendees express concerns
over proposed local plants
Mikelle Street

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
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Volunteers from the Peace Corps met with about 50 USC students during an informal session inside the Russell House Monday.

Peace Corps builds ranks at USC
About 50 students attend informal
session inside Russell House
Sara Hartley

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Recent USC graduate Chelsea Leroux
is set on her next move after college, but
it involves being away from family and
friends for more than two years while
she serves as a Peace Corps volunteer in
Guatemala.
She decided to apply for the Peace
Corps after working at a medical clinic
in Costa Rica during her junior year and
noticing how little people knew about
common health issues.
“Falling in love with a community and
realizing such a problematic issue made
me want to do something about it — and
why not do it now while I can?” said
Leroux, who graduated in December
with a degree in exercise science.
If the 27-month commitment sounds
daunting, it may help to k now that
Leroux is not the only member of the
Carolina Community to serve in the
Peace Corps. In fact, she will become
one of the 304 USC alumni who have
volunteered in the Peace Corps since its
start in 1961 and the 26 more who are
currently volunteering.
Th is involvement ran k s USC as
eighth in the Southeast region on the
Peace Corps’ Southeast region ranking
of the top 25 colleges and universities
producing Peace Corps volunteers,
according to a news release from the
U.S. Peace Corps Press Office.
Some of t he ret urned volunteers
visited campus Monday evening for
“Gamecocks Inside the Peace Corps:
50 Years of Impact,” an event hosted by
USC Community Service Programs in
partnership with the Returned Peace
Corps Volunteers of South Carolina.
“ We r e a l l y k no w t he v a l u e of
students committing their lives to meet
community needs,” said Michelle Peer,
the program advisor for Community
Service at USC.
At the event, roughly 50 students
gathered in the Russell House Ballroom
to learn more about the Peace Corps
and hear from people who have served
in various countries. In addition to
viewing a presentation and a video of
testimonials, students had the chance to
break into small groups and learn about
specific categories of service, including
business and information technology,
social work, environmentalism and
education and social work.
K arla Bur u, a USC alum na who
served in Romania from 2007 to 2009
and is now part of the Returned Peace
Corps Volunteers of South Carolina,
said the event was organized to celebrate
t he 50t h an niversar y of t he Peace

Two Russian anti-nuclear activists spoke
in the West (Green) Quad Monday on
behalf of Sustainable Carolina, giving their
personal accounts of the Chernobyl Nuclear
Power Plant disaster of 25 years ago.
Nat a l ia Ma nz u rova a nd Nat a l ia
Mironova’s talk came at a time when Japan’s
Fukushima nuclear disaster is causing the
U.S. to rethink the safety of its nuclear
power plants. Both explosions occurred
from the same malfunction in the reactors,
which caused some attendees to express
concerns about the pending construction
of two nuclear reactors in Jenkinsville, S.C.
South Carolina Electric & Gas Co.,
which is set to build the two reactors, has
released statements that they are not the
same types that were present in Fukushima
and Chernobyl.
“ W h at o u r s c ie nt i s t s d id n’t t a k e
i nto considerat ion is t hat over t ime,
contaminated areas become more and more
contaminated,” said Manzurova.
Manzurova went on to explain how in the
years that followed the Chernobyl disaster,
the radiation spread throughout the soil and
actually increased the size of the affected
areas.
The Chernobyl reactors exploded two
years after the completion of the power
plant’s fourth block and, as of the last
estimates, the disaster has affected 100
million people. For the Ukraine, Belarus
and Russia alone, the catastrophe will cost
$9 trillion before it is completely resolved,
Manzurova said.
Mironova, whose lecture was translated
by Irina Vasilyeva, a first-year comparative
literature graduate student, told a more
personal story.
“Liquidating any nuclear catastrophe is
the same as going to war,” Mironova said.
“In the real war we have an actual physical
enemy, but in a nuclear war, the enemy is
invisible and can kill you years later.”
As one of the many people involved
in t he liquidat ion and clean-up crews
after the catastrophe, Mironova said she
k new f irsthand the effects of such an
event. She said that in the case of Japan,
the situation would be more complicated
because radiation would get into the soil
and subsequently into the plants. Because
of this, profits from one of Japan’s major
exports, rice, will plummet.
Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news

Corps and highlight the impact USC
has made over the years. Buru studied
public relations at USC and is currently
a graduate student earning a master’s
degree in social work and a master’s in
public health.
“It’s the best experience you’ll ever
have,” Buru said of the Peace Corps. “Be
prepared for anything, and be flexible
with your expectations of what it means
to be a volunteer.”
Leroux, who plans to go to physician
assistant school after the Peace Corps,
said she is nervous about being away
from her family and friends for more
than two years but is looking forward

to the experience. She applied for the
Peace Corps in April and just learned of
her acceptance this month.
“I am most excited to learn the new
skills required to be a Healthy Homes
volunteer,” Lerou x said. “I will be
visiting homes and promoting public
health while also improving sanitation
in homes by building cement f loors
where there are dirt f loors, building
latrines and also improving open fire
stove tops that cause respiratory illness
in infants.”
Brian Almond / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news

Natalia Manzurova was one of two Russian
anti-nuclear activists who spoke at USC.
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p.m. and will play for the
duration of the game.
“ Ty p i c a l l y , o n l y
t he members in t he
marching band over the
past season were given
the opportunity to come
to t h is,” sa id Rebecc a
Ph i l l ip s , t h e c u r r e nt
associate band director.
“What we’ve decided to
do this year is open up
this event to anyone who
is a USC student who has
had any experience with
marching band. A nd by
coming to this they are
not committing to being
in the marching band next
year, they are just showing
that they have interest in
what we do so they have
an opportunity to make
a decision whether they’d
like to be with us.”
Phillips is now set to
become head of USC’s
band next semester after
t he u n i ver s it y move d
c u r rent d i rector Steve
McKeit hen to a not her
posit ion. The move
c a m e a f t e r P r e s i d e nt
Harris Pastides formed
a commission to review
t he ma rch i ng ba nd i n
re spon se to c r it ic ism.
“ I f s t ude nt s a r e n’t
c o m f o r t a b l e p l a y i n g,
like they haven’t played
in a while but they want
to come just be par t
of us, t hat’s absolutely
fine,” Phillips said. “As
long as t hey have had
previous marching band
experience; this is not just
an open house for anybody,
everybody who has never
played an instrument.”
Phillips said t here will
be no test of participants’
m u s i c a l a p t it u d e a n d
t hat she’ll just ask
t hem to be honest.
“Sout h Ca rol i na is a
wonder f u l state for
ba nds, a nd it ’s k now n
for h av i ng g reat h igh
school bands,” Phillips
said. “We have a lot of
kids on this campus who
participated in their high
school bands but decided,
for whatever reason, that
in college t hey weren’t
goi ng to be i n ba nd.”
Ph i l l ip s a l s o p o i nt e d
out that band members
automatically get in free
to regular and post-season
ga mes a nd get g reat
seats. She described the
move as one in a series of
recruiting events aimed at
pursuing a new vision for
the band.
“T he st udent s a nd
the fans want to see our
ma rch i ng ba nd bigger
and louder, and it starts
with who we have here
on our campus,” Phillips
said. “It’s the students we
already have here who
u nderst a nd Carol i na
football and understand
the spirit of this university,
and we want to get them
involved first.”

FED ● Continued from 1
happen, there are still plenty of options open.”
A f ter g raduat i ng f rom t he Un iversit y of
Virginia, Evans said he held three jobs between
undergraduate and graduate school that did not
lead to significant progress to his current career.
“It’s a difference work force environment today,
but it’s important to keep applying yourself.”

Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news

Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news
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Soldiers pose with corpses

Willis Glasgow / The Associated Press

Glass stems await to be heated and pressed at American Light Bulb Manufacturing Inc.

Lawmakers take dim view of new light bulbs
South Carolina lawmakers are taking a
stand in favor of states’ lights.
With incandescent bulbs being phased
out under federal law in favor of energyefficient compact fluorescents, legislators
want to exempt South Carolina from
the measure, saying Washington has no
business telling the state how to light its
closets and countertops.
The proposed state law, called the
Incandescent Light Bulb Freedom Act,
“allows South Carolina to say to the federal
government we are going to exercise our
rights,” said Republican state Rep. Bill
Sandifer, a co-sponsor.
The federal government is phasing out
incandescent lights starting with 100-watt
bulbs in 2012. In 2014, manufacturers will
stop making 75-, 60- and 40-watt bulbs,
too, under the 2007 Bush administration
law. But the squiggly, energy-efficient
fluorescent bulbs have drawn complaints
that they are too expensive, put out a dim,
sickly light, contain traces of mercury and
take too long to reach full brightness.
As early as Tuesday, the South Carolina
House will begin debating a bill that
would allow companies to manufacture
incandescent bulbs in South Carolina as
long as they stamp them “Made in South
Carolina” and sell them only within the
state. Supporters of the bill say the federal
government would have no authority to
intervene because its power to regulate
business extends only to commerce that
crosses state lines.
South Carolina has only one, small
manufacturer of incandescent bulbs, but
the hope is that others will set up shop
here, too, if the law passes.
A rizona lawmakers tried the same
thing a year ago, passing a bill that would
have declared incandescent light bulbs
manufactured entirely within the state
exempt from federal regulation. But
Republican Gov. Jan Brewer vetoed it.
Texas, Georgia and Minnesota have also
considered clinging to incandescent bulbs,
but none has passed a law. California
embraced the new federal regulations a

year early.
The South Carolina bill is expected
to win approval in the House, though its
fate is far from certain in the Senate, and
Republican Gov. Nikki Haley has not
offered her support. Even if it became law,
it would probably be challenged in court.
And Randy Barnett, a constitutional law
expert at Georgetown University, said the
state would probably lose, in part because
it wouldn’t be able to keep people from
buying incandescent light bulbs in South
Carolina and using them in another state.
California lost a 2005 U.S. Supreme
Court case with a similar underlying
legal issue. That dispute involved whether
medical marijuana grown in the state is
subject to federal laws against pot.
Sout h Carolina lawmakers have a
long history of going against the federal
government. In the past year they have
taken up bills to stall federal health care
legislation and create their own currency.
Before that, of course, came slavery, states’
rights, secession and the Civil War, as
well as a century of foot-dragging on
segregation, seat belts, drunken driving
and the drinking age.
Incandescents, the design basically
created by Thomas Edison in the late
1800s, create light by passing electric
current through a wire fi lament. But 90
percent of the electricity is wasted as heat
instead of light. Fluorescents burn cooler.
The newer bulbs are more expensive —
about $3 for a 25-watt fluorescent versus
about $1 for a 100-watt incandescent — but
supporters of the new technology say the
lights last so much longer that they save
money in the long run. An incandescent
bulb may burn for 750 to 2,500 hours,
while a compact fluorescent can last up
to 10,000 hours, according to the Energy
Department.
If the bill passes, it could boost hiring
at American Light Bulb Manufacturing
Inc., which has a factory in Mullins, in
an impoverished, rural area, president
Ray Schlosser said from the company’s
headquarters in Schaumburg, Ill.

The U.S. Army on Monday apologized for any
distress caused by recently published photos of
A merican soldiers posing wit h dead A fghans,
calling their content “disturbing” and “in striking
contrast” to the Army’s standards and values.
The A rmy issued a statement in response to
graphic images that Rolling Stone magazine posted
on its website on Monday — about a week after
the German news magazine Der Spiegel published
three of the photos.
Rolling Stone says the photos are linked to an
ongoing war crimes probe involving members of
the 5th Stryker Brigade, based south of Seattle.
Five soldiers from the platoon have been charged
with murder and conspiracy in the deaths of three
unarmed Afghan men last year.
Rolling Stone obtained about 150 photos in all,
said Eric Bates, the magazine’s executive editor. It
posted 17 of them on its website, along with two
videos it says show U.S. attacks on Afghans.
Bates would not say how the magazine obtained
the pictures.
Two of the photos show soldiers charged in the
case — Spc. Jeremy Morlock of Wasilla, Alaska,
and Pvt. 1st Class Andrew Holmes, of Boise, Idaho
— crouching alongside an Afghan youth and lifting
the victim’s head by its hair. Two other photos show
the body of the same Afghan youth, identified by
Rolling Stone as Gul Mudin, one of the victims in
the case.
Morlock , t he f irst of t he f ive to be cou r tmartialed, was sentenced last week to 24 years
in prison after pleading guilty to three counts of
murder, as well as conspiracy and other charges.
He said the killings were part of a deliberate plan
to murder Afghan civilians.
Morlock’s attorney did not respond to requests
for comment Monday from The Associated Press.
Daniel Conway, Holmes’ attorney, said he doesn’t
think the latest publication will affect his client’s
upcoming court martial. He said Holmes was
ordered by his superiors to pose with the body
“That photo wasn’t his idea,” Conway said
Monday. “He was a 19-year-old private, and they
told him to come over, get in the picture and he got
in the picture.”
Rolling Stone says the photos are from a cache of
images the Army has kept secret, even from defense
attorneys in the case, because it fears another
scandal like the one that erupted over photos
showing prisoner abuse at the Abu Ghraib prison
in Iraq.
Among the photos are pictures of the accused
soldiers holding capt ured weapons as well as
gruesome pictures of dismembered bodies that
the magazine said are unrelated to the war crimes
probe.
Photographs held by the military in the case are
under a protective order that remained in place
Monday, said A rmy spokeswoman Maj. Kathy
Turner.
The A ssociated Press has written about the
photos’ existence and how soldiers passed them
around in emails and thumb drives.
I n it s st at ement , t he A r my e x pre s sed it s
commitment to accountability.
“We must allow the judicial process to continue
to unfold and be mindful that the government
has dist inct obligat ions to t he vict ims and to
the accused, which include compliance with the
Court’s protective order to ensure a fair trial,” the
statement said.
— Compiled by The Associated Press
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USC Connect program
waste of $2.5 million
USC is planning a $2.5 million program that will
connect students to “beyond the classroom” experiences.
They’re calling it USC Connect, but we’re calling it a
bad idea.
What does this USC Connect program consist of that
involves spending $2.5 million of our precious university
dollars? Apparently this technology will inform students
both on and off campus of various extracurricular
activities, speakers and performances at USC. It will also
connect students with courses that may be interesting to
them based on their interests.
Not only that, but in order to run this program and its
expensive technology, an office will be created, with paid
staff members to oversee it. That’s exactly what we need
at Carolina — more bureaucracy and another office.
Students who truly want to be integrated into the
school community should and will take the initiative
to personally seek out
“There are many t he se ex t r ac u r r ic u la r
activities and interesting
ways to keep cla s se s, reg a rd le s s of
whether USC Connect
students informed ex ist s. It is, af ter al l,
our responsibility to be
that do not cost involved. Moreover, there
are many ways to keep
millions of dollars.” students informed that do
not cost anything close
to $2.5 million, such as
posters placed in Russell House or better Facebook
advertising. Constructing a new technology system for
this is a waste of money.
USC wants to be reaccredited, and when t he
reaccreditation team from the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools arrives today, officials want
to show a frilly plan full of high-end technology and
innovation. Here’s the thing: SACS only requires the
university to spend $500,000 on this process. USC chose
to spend $2.5 million and admitted the program might
not continue after five years, when SACS policies allows
it to end. Yes, the university really admitted that.
As college students with unlimited access to so many
resources — a daily newspaper, Blackboard and the
school website, for instance — the last thing we need is
a $2.5 million fancy events calendar.

WANNA FANTA?
Bachmann incompetent candidate
Historically incorrect statements
show woeful disconnect from nation
As summer 2011 looms closer, so does
t he swarm of Republican polit icians
announcing their possible candidacies for
president. Names have been flying all over
the place, from Mitt Romney to Donald
Trump to Sarah Palin . However, there
is one name on the list that terrifies me:
Michele Bachmann.
The problem is, unlike other highly
conservative politicians, Rep. Bachmann
is just nutt y. In t wo recent speeches,
she i ncor rec t ly sa id t he
Battles of Lexington and
Concord happened in New
Hampshire. Unfortunately
for Bachmann, t hose
important battles happened
in Massachusetts, something
even my 10-year-old sister
Michelle
k nows. W hen cr it icized
Fantone
b y t he m e d i a o n t he s e
Fourth-year
issues, she ignored the fact
political science
student
that she was the one who
recalled history incorrectly
and claimed their criticisms were part
of the “(President Barack) Obama press
contingent.”
Bachmann has some serious issues not
only in recalling basic facts about American
history but also in her understanding
of the basic premise under which this
country was founded. In another speech,
Bachmann discussed at length how the
founding fathers of America fought to
eradicate slavery, ignoring the fact that
many of them owned slaves and that the
writing of the Declaration of Independence

and the Civil War were nearly 100 years
apart. She also seems to believe that when
people began to come to America, skin
color, language or economic class did not
matter because “we were all the same.”
Correct me if I’m wrong, but I’m pretty
sure Americans and Europeans enslaved
an entire race of dark-skinned people who,
even after emancipation, did not receive
equal rights until the latter half of the
20th century. Moreover, for much of the
19th century, Asian-American immigrants
on the West Coast received second-class
citizenship, as did many Irish, Polish and
Italian immigrants on the East Coast.
Finally, her assu mpt ion t hat class
standing did not affect status in America is
preposterous. For the first 100 years, many
were denied the right to vote unless they
owned land. Bachmann’s statements show
just how out of touch she is with not only
America’s history but America as a whole.
I could go on with more examples, but
there is no need to belabor the issue. The
point is, not only is Michele Bachmann not
somebody I would want as my president,
she’s someone I would not want to touch
the Republican candidacy with a 10-foot
pole. She clearly lives in a world where
lower-class people, minorities and nonChristians do not exist. Her idea of history
is skewed, utopian and inappropriate. I can
only hope that her tease into launching a
presidential exploratory committee is just
that — a tease. Certainly she is getting
media attention and many followers, but
I can only hope that, at the most, she’ll
go t he way of Sarah Palin and M ike
Huckabee, toward a job at Fox News and
far away from the White House.

Highway speed cameras ineffective enforcement
Impersonal policing system less safe,
cause unfair repercussions to drivers
A new controversy about the Interstate-95
speed c a mera s i n st a l led i n t he tow n of
Ridgeland, S.C., has ignited like a firework.
A f ter researching why t he camera was
installed and investigating other cases of speed
camera traps, it is difficult for me to support the
use of such a device.
The idea is that once speed cameras are
installed, accidents will drastically decrease
because every driver going at least 10 mph above
the speed limit will be photographed and mailed
a fine, preventing speeding in the future.
This method of catching us seems drastic and
inherently flawed. First of all, I don’t agree with
the idea of mailing someone a ticket. Not only
does it seem far too “Big Brother,” but when a
driver is drunk driving 20 or 30 mph over the
speed limit, what good will it do to mail a ticket
later when the driver is still driving drunk down
the highway?

I feel as though the element of public safety is
lost in that moment of excessive speeding when
potentially harmful drivers are not stopped.
And if the driver isn’t drunk, then when pulled,
at least he is given a chance to
defend himself.
A lso, ma ny people c aught
speeding live outside of the state,
since I-95 is a popular federal
corridor for t ravelers headed
north or south. When a ticket is
received in the mail, the ticketed
Emily
will most likely not show up in
Shipp
Third-year
court to have his fee potentially
English student
reduced because it would be more
cost-effective to pay the fee rather
than to travel back and state his case. This is
essentially selective law enforcement. And if
there is any doubt that the driver’s picture does
not match the one on the record pulled up for
the license plate, the driver will not be fi ned.
This methodology is cryptic and undoubtedly
inefficient.
A nd where is t he t icket money going?

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate discussion
in the Unive r sit y of South Ca rolina
community. All published authors are
expected to provide logical arguments to
back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourage s
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length and
clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must conform
to the legal standards of USC Student
Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. Email gamecockopinions@sc.edu, and we will print
the correction in our next issue.

According to Mayor Gary Hodges of Ridgeland,
“Of the $133 citation a driver can be issued for
traveling 10 to 15 mph over the speed limit,
Ridgeland will remit about $84 to the state
and keep the remaining $49 ... The $49 will be
divided evenly between the town and iTraffic.”
iTraffic, which makes cameras, is a for-profit
firm run by a man named William Danzell, who
established iTraffic after the bankruptcy of his
previous photo enforcement enterprise, Nestor
Traffic Systems. According to a journal on the
politics of driving called The NewsPaper, “The
new venture looks to target the estimated 1,000
vehicles that pass through the town’s 70-mph
zone at 81 mph or more each day — enough to
generate $40 million.”
In other words, this camera scheme is yet
another reflection of privatization.
I’m all for keeping the roads safe, but take
one look at the autobahn, on which cars travel
at speeds of 140 mph and very rarely get into
accidents, and it’s clear that bad drivers and
manipulative capitalist ventures are the problem
— not speeding.

Get out your cream
cheese and bagels,
and get ready to play
shuf f leboard because
we’ve got a lot more
Nort hern ret irees
com ing our way in
South Carolina.
According to the latest
census,
t he st ate
has seen
a steady
increase in
old fol k s
coming
f rom t he
Michael
Northeast
Ulmer
to the
Fourth-year
political science
Pa l met to
student
State over
the last
decade.
The influx of Yankees
is certainly not puzzling.
Ret ired Nor t her ners
have been coming down
here for years to enjoy
our state’s beaches and
golf courses but never in
such large numbers.
W hile we could
easily find retirees out
on the beach or playing
golf, they are probably
somewhat out of touch
when it comes to t he
g o i n g s - o n of S o u t h
Carolina politics. That’s
fine for the retirees, but
it could translate into an
odd political struggle
f or a g row i n g vot e r
de mog r ap h ic i n t he
state.
Many of the
Nor t her ners mov i ng
to South Carolina are
higher-income retirees
looking to settle in cities
like Mou nt Pleasant,
My rt le Beach and
Hilton Head. We can
assu me t hat ma ny of
these wealthier retirees
are ripe for the picking
for the South Carolina
Republican Party.
However, Palmetto
State Republicans are
different than Northeast
Republ ica ns. Sout h
Carolinians argue over
issues like the flying of
t he Confederate f lag
over t he St atehou se.
Nor t hea ster n voter s
can’t f ully appreciate
per t i nent Sout her n
is s ue s l i ke t h is one.
Their focus more likely
rests with how much is in
their wallets, which will
influence the state’s tax
structure and economic
growth. It may not be
inconceivable for t he
Democratic Party in the
state to appeal to some of
these new Yankee voters.
Pulling off such a feat
will not be easy, but with
the right mindset and
smart political strategy,
it is certainly not out of
their reach.
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“If we could all just laugh at ourselves,
in hard times or good times, it would
be an incredible world.”
— Jena Malone
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Fashion Week takes Charleston
USC students model, assist up-and-coming
designers on fifth annual event’s runway
Mikelle Street

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Charleston Magazine hosted t he f if t h a n nual
Charleston Fashion Week, transforming the city into
a hub of local fashion and designers, Monday through
Saturday of last week.
The week, like in years past, featured the Emerging
Designer competition and was judged by a panel
of industry heavy hitters like Derek Blasberg, Fern
Mallis, Alexis Maybank, Cynthia Rowley and Anne
Slowey.
Sixteen designers , up from last year’s eight and
whittled down from a pool of over 190 designers from
the entire East Coast, showed eight looks over the span
of four nights. The winner of the competition was
set to receive a prize package valued at over $35,000,
including a $5,000 cash prize as well as a $20,000
website.
Charlotte Hess, based out of Philadelphia, won the
competition with her 12-look knitwear collection that
featured tribal and ethnic motifs.
“Charlotte Hess’s collection was one of the most
cohesive and smart. Her approach to knits was both
innovat ive and marketable,” fourt h-year fashion
merchandising student Tomás Glenn said.
Glenn, a fashion correspondent for WLTX News 19,
was one of the many USC students to attend fashion
week.
The week proved to be more than just a platform
for designers, though, with much of the local industry
getting involved. Students like second-year retailing

student Laura Fielden modeled the designs that were
presented.
“It was my third year, so I definitely already had
experience, but being backstage with people I knew
was fun,” Fielden said. “Seeing it over the years, you
can defi nitely tell how much [fashion week] has grown.”
Fielden walked for Jamie Lin Snider, Troubadour,
Hampden Clothing, Cavortress, Sucker Jeans and
Ladaska Mechelle.
Fourth-year English student Cori Hanky covered
the event as a correspondent for local blog The Shop
Tart and also shot for t he Garnet & Black St yle
Facebook page.
“C h a rle s t o n Fa s h ion We e k w a s a n a m a z i n g
opportunity for me, not only because I got a chance
to see beautiful clothing and take pictures of beautiful
people, but also because it’s a small enough environment
that I actually got to know some of the faces behind the
fashion,” Hanky said.
Fourth-year fashion merchandising student Logan
Phillips worked the event from behind the stage. On
the night of the fi nale, Phillips was assigned as David
Yoo’s assistant. Yoo is the most recent winner of the
Elle Fashion Next Award and currently works with
Marc Jacobs.
“It was one of the most amazing things I’ve ever
done,” Phillips said of the experience. “I consider
myself really lucky to have done that.”
Phillips went on to say the opportunity gave her
the chance to net work with inf luential people in
the industr y and even possible f uture employers.
Regarding fashion week as a whole, Phillips said
Charleston’s reach extends beyond city limits and will
only grow in future years.
“I don’t think it’s just for Charleston. There have

Courtesy of Fashion Wire Press

USC student Laura Fielden wears designer Jamie
Lin Snider on the Charleston Fashion Week runway.
been some Columbia designers [who] have gone, and I
think there could be more in the future. It’s going to be
huge. It already is huge,” Phillips said.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

‘Sucker Punch’ earns laughs rather
than emotion with jumbled plot
Browning, Hudgens only
add to strange story line
Neal Hughes

NHUGHES@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

“Sucker Punch”
NOW IN THEATERS

Director: Zack Snyder
Starring: Emily Browning,
Vanessa Hudgens, Abbie
Cornish
Rating: PG-13 for violence,
language, combat sequences,
some sexual content
It’s typically a dooming sign when, at
the height of a fi lm’s emotional climax,
the entire theater becomes silent for a
moment and then immediately bursts
out in laughter. Zack Synder’s “Sucker
Punch” is no exception to the rule.
Born from the bowels of video games,
“Sucker Punch” makes “Speed Racer”
(20 08) seem l ike a Lars von Tr ier
minimalist production. It’s almost as if
Snyder sat through “Transformers 2”
(2009) and thought to himself, “Meh,
needs to be louder,” and made a film
that is so obstreperous, it is a Michael
Bay (“Transformers”) wet dream.
“Sucker Pu nch” is a debilitat ing
oxymoron. It tries its hardest to come
across as ext remely cool wit h slow
motion and constant fight scenes, but
it loses its appeal, focusing entirely

on a group of girls dressed as some
bizarre nerdcore sex fantasy (roughly
translating into a cross between “Sailor
Moon” and Pussycat Dolls).
Su m m a r i z i ng “Suc ker P u nc h’s”
plot is like trying to decipher a Jim
Morrison interview, except Morrison
was more lucid.
The fi lm opens with a slow-motion
montage, with many shots lifted from
Snyder’s “Watchmen” (2009), detailing
how Baby Dol l ( Em ily Brow n i ng)
ended up in an asylum. In fact, nearly
all of “Sucker Punch” is in slow motion
— a tech nique t hat hasn’t been so
overused since “Baywatch.”
After Snyder stops playing “look what
I can do with my camera,” the audience
learns that Baby Doll has inadvertently
shot her sister in an attempt to protect
her from their evil stepfather, giving
him the ability to have her locked away
and scheduled for a lobotomy.
O nce Baby Dol l a r r ive s at t he
asylum, Snyder completely scraps the
current plot and spotlights the asylum
doctor, Vera Gorski (Carla Gugino),
who ad vo c ate s some i m ag i n at ion
therapy (once again, not very clear on
what she does exactly) as a way to create
some whacked-out alternate reality.
Baby Doll adheres to this therapy,
and to escape the nightmarish asylum,
she turns it into a whorehouse (where
young girls typically fi nd solidarity) in
her mind.
The switch comes unexpectedly and
is never really fully explained, so the
viewer is either left puzzled by why
ever yone went from straightjackets
to Madonna-like outfits or left to sit
back and witness the inner workings of
Snyder’s sex fantasy.
“ S u c k e r P u n c h” p r e a c h e s t h at
within an imagination any reality is
possible and there are no such things
as boundaries, basically lift ing t he
message from an episode of “Reading
Rainbow.” At this point, there is really
no way to decipher what is going on.
The viewer will just have too many
quest ions l ike: How does Va nessa
Hudgens keep getting acting jobs?
S u r e , “ S u c k e r P u n c h” i s v e r y
visually fascinating, and the special
effects supervisor deserves applause,
but otherwise, the film is a complete
mess. With the amount of clutter and
busyness in this fi lm, the only thing to
take away is a headache.
However, if you have an unexplained
obsession w it h ex plosions and can
tolerate a film that’s structured like
a j u m ble of ho r r ible me t ap ho r s ,
congratulations — you are “Sucker
Punch’s” niche market.
A nd that is most def initely a bad
thing.

Clay Enos / The Associated Press

Emily Browning portrays Baby Doll, the
emotionally disturbed lead character, in
the new Zack Snyder film “Sucker Punch.”

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

Eric Jamison / The Associated Press

Tommy Zbikowski (left), a safety for the Baltimore Ravens and Knock Out’s Richard
Bryant box in Las Vegas. NFL players are looking to other arenas with the labor dispute.

NFL labor dispute puts nets on edge
Major television networks
scramble to find replacement
Jimmy Gilmore

JGILMORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Turn on ESPN, and apart from extensive
analysis of March Madness, you’ll likely
see a daily update of the recent NFL
labor disputes between the league and the
player’s association, which is threatening
to lock out the upcoming season.
W hile the NFL is understandably
concerned, as no games means no ticket
sales, concession sales and considerably
lower merchandise sales, the move has
stirred television networks into anxiety.
Each of the major broadcast networks
depends heavily on the NFL season for
programming: CBS and Fox have a Sunday
morning pregame show followed by a 1
p.m. game and a 4 p.m. game, NBC has
a hold on the Sunday night game and
ABC traditionally airs “Monday Night
Football.”
For networks like NBC that routinely
struggle in ratings during the week,
football is a safe haven: The costs are
predictable, as is the audience, meaning
executives can comfortably give advertisers
enough space and the correct rates to turn
an easy profit.
Take the Super Bowl: As one of the most
anticipated television events of the year, it’s
a pinnacle place for advertisers to unveil
new campaigns. For the network that
hosts the Super Bowl in any given year,
ad revenues are considerable. The Super
Bowl also gives networks a chance to draw
new audiences into their shows, as in Fox’s
decision to air “Glee” after the Super Bowl
this year.
A lack of virtually an entire day’s worth
of programming leaves each of the four

major networks in a huge vacuum.
Furt her, if t he nets can’t f ind an
immediate solution to their woes, were
the NFL season to be locked out, they risk
advertisers fleeing in favor of basic cable
networks like Spike, Comedy Central or
MTV.
An article in The Hollywood Reporter
on the issue notes Spike in particular as
already thinking about how to compete
in a world without NFL. The channel’s
president told the Reporter they’re already
considering other live sporting venues,
such as boxing, that can air on Sunday
nights to lure advertisers and viewers
craving some kind of sporting fix.
While it’s an opportunity for cable
to earn more widespread viewership
and venture out of their mostly niche
programming, it also puts the networks in
a position to lose vast sums of money.
In the event of a lockout, the networks
would be forced to develop potentially
more expensive original programming
or fi nd other live events or commentary
shows to fill the gap.
This is all, of course, hypothetical, as
the ruling is still out on how or if this labor
dispute will be resolved.
The ramifications of losing a season of
football extend far past the sports industry.
W hile it’s hard to imagine an ESPN
deprived of months of football reporting,
it’s harder still to imagine the networks
climbing out of the vacuum.
Television relies on football — on stable
audiences and consistent advertising —
and the threat of its absence will force
the landscape to radically redefine its fall
programming.
That’s Entertainment.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix
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Spurned ● By Jarad Greene

The Scene

USC

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

ARIES Your true self
solves problems. Embrace
your originality, and listen
to your intuition. The next
couple of days you can
collect the fruits of your
labor. Push for a raise. All
is well that ends well.
TAU RUS

Even
t hough life feels good,
don’t just start spending
with abandon. It’s better
to save for a rainy day. Let
an expert solve a technical
problem. Be open to
surprises.

GEMINI Hanging
out with friends provides
h igh-powered f u n a nd
adventurous conversation.
A person who seems
dumb is actually brilliant.
Creativit y sparks in the
group.
C ANCER Prepare
for a test that could jump
you up a level in status.
This provides a new level
in understanding, and the
practice pays off with great
results.

LEO Plan a fun escape,
but don’t take off just yet.
A pleasant surprise awaits.
Ma ke su re to get you r
reservations all in order
before you leave tow n.
Expect the unexpected.

V IRG O Consider
replacing an old household
item. The money’s there.
Stick to the budget, but get
what you need. Listen to
an expert you admire, and
think long term.
L I BR A A d vent u re
time! Encourage others to
make bizarre suggestions.
Have at least one sil ly
conversation. Listen to all
ideas and then choose. It’s
OK to try something new.
SCORPIO It’s time
to put your hard hat on,
and push forward through
t hose block s t hat have
stopped you before. No
pain, no gain, they say. Do
it now, and be done with it.
SAGIT TA RIUS
Don’t m i nd t hose who

TOMORROW
MS. CHEVIOUS / YUNG FRESH
8 p.m., $5 over 21 / $8
under 21
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.

C A PR ICOR N

AQUARIUS Today
is a g reat day to st a r t
writing a novel, or simply
put your ideas on paper.
Catch up on email and
letter writing. Make sure
to get plenty of rest.
PISCES It’s time to
bring home t he bacon,
f ig u r at ively sp ea k i ng.
Emot ions r un high
today, so u se t hem to
y ou r ad v a nt a g e . You r
imagination gives birth to
a brilliant idea.

NBT”S LOW DOUGH SHOW W/ JP
& THE GILBERTS, MEGAN JEAN &
THE KFB
7 p.m., $2 over 21 / $6
under 21
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.
TRIVIA W/ JOHN GRIFFIN
8 p.m., free
Tin Roof, 1022 Senate St.

d o n’t ap p r e c i at e y o u r
art ist ic abilit y. Now is
a good t ime to draw
or pa i nt . Don’t wor r y
about what it looks like.
Find inspiration in little
children.

Time to batten down the
hatches. Feel free to stay
down below and cuddle
with loved ones at home.
Take on a project at home,
handle domestic chores ...
then watch a movie with
popcorn.

TODAY

OPEN MIC W/ GREG RUE & NIKKI
LEE
8 p.m., free
The White Mule,
1530 Main St.

“BERLIN IN ‘36”
8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

CALENDAR

WHAT: South Carolina
Honors College Dean
Candidate Forum
WHEN: 2 p.m.
WHERE: Russell House
room 205

WHEN: 6 p.m.
WHERE: RH 348

WHAT: Delta Sigma
Theta Chapter Meeting
WHEN: 6 p.m.
WHERE: BA Building
room 337

WHAT: Carolina Service
Council
WHEN: 6 p.m.
WHERE: RH 304

WHAT: Pastafarians
Weekly Meeting
WHEN: 6:15 p.m.
WHERE: Leconte
College room 112

WHAT: Magellan
Apprentice/Guarantee
Workshops

Crossword

WHAT: College Democrats
Meeting
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: RH 305
WHAT: Alpha Phi Alpha
“Diary of a True Gentleman”
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: Callcott Building
room 011
WHAT: ONE Carolina
Chapter Meeting
WHEN: 8 p.m.
WHERE: RH 303

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

03/29/11

Brought to you by:

Coffee House
Tuesday 8PM
Shandon House
1804 Greene St.

03/29/11

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
d
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
Stu
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

Solution from 03/28/11

ACROSS
1 Breakfast-onthe- run
choice for some
10 Put to shame
15 Work on a table
16 Martinique volcano
17 Driven to have
18 Not as bright
19 Structural opening?
20 When parents may
need to call their kids
22 Four-time Daytona
500 champ Yarborough
23 Resident on the
Arno
25 Sediment
26 Hot feeling
27 Corporeal
28 Fluid dynamics
phenomenon
29 Makes privy to
31 Arcade game nos.
33 Parades
34 Croat’s neighbor
38 München-to- Wien
heading
39 Designer of Dulles
Airport’s main terminal
40 Service expert
43 Meat garnishes
45 GPS determination
46 Encircled
47 Busy
48 Entangle
49 Knighted son of King
Ban
51 Speleologist
52 Words after follow or
blow
53 Sitcom array
56 Like some
investments
57 Boarded en masse
58 Colorado’s __ Park
59 Up-and-down time?
DOWN
1 Will supplements
2 Place to set up camp
3 Ads, perhaps
4 Titled rapper
5 “El Condor __”: Simon
&

Bible Study
Sunday 10AM
Shandon Baptist
5250 Forest Dr.

Solution 03/28/11

Garfunkel
song
6 Mineral
sufﬁx
7 ZENMED
target
8 Enhances
the details
9 Temper
10 Range,
e.g.: Abbr.
11 Album
before
“Help!”
12 Teamed up
13 Looked
14 Joan of Arc’s
crime
21 Wherever
23 Clipped style
24 Lifetime
exchange for
many
27 Fairness
obstacle
30 Strawberry
dessert
32 Rocky crests
34 Je ne __ quoi
35 Invigorates
36 Having a better
chance of recognizing

37 Begins
39 It means “traveling
companion” in Russian
40 Blazing
41 Tadalaﬁl brand
42 __ Evans, Chubby
Checker’s birth name
44 Peepers
48 Crosswords in the
1920s, e.g. 50 Slow
Churned ice cream
51 Fungi ending
54 “The Book of
__”: 2010 Denzel
Washington ﬁlm
55 “__ Troyens”:
Berlioz opera
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Kratch: Vols win
in coach selection

HOUSE

Tennessee makes wise choice
replacing Pearl with Martin
Mike Hamilton has gotten a lot wrong
as Tennessee’s athletics director. Monday’s
hiring of Cuonzo Martin as his new men’s
basketball coach was not one of his wrong
moves.
I still say UT’s best option was to sign
up women’s coach Pat Summitt, one of the
Tennessee legends Martin mentioned during
his introductory press conference Monday.
However, Martin is in no way a bad get for
the Vols.
At this moment, Tennessee is not a premier
job, no matter what its fans
want to believe. It can be a
premier job — Martin called
it a “Top-25” job — but right
now the program is in flux.
Hamilton deserves credit for
approaching the hire as such.
If he had operated under the
JAMES
same delusions of grandeur
KRATCH
UT fans were expressing,
jkratch@
it would’ve made Oregon’s
dailygamecock.com
job search of a year ago look
well-executed.
At least when Oregon went after every big
name in America, it did so with Phil Knight’s
checkbook in its back pocket.
Hamilton wouldn’t have had that at his
disposal if he had done what the Vol Nation
wanted and made runs at Shaka Smart, Brad
Stevens, Buzz Williams and every other
unrealistic possibility under the sun.
Going about business that way would’ve
left Tennessee stuck hiring its eighth or
ninth choice. That poor guy, whoever he
would’ve been, would have entered the gig
with two strikes already on him. Instead,
Hamilton acted quietly and swiftly. He came
away with a good up-and-coming name and
the best option available given Tennessee’s
limitations.
Martin, 39, is young. He has grit — a
native of East St. Louis, Martin has survived
cancer. He has shown he can turn a program
around. His first year at Missouri State ended
with the Bears 11-20; he’ll leave them 26-9
and the Missouri Valley Conference regular
season champions.
He brings the same type of Midwestern
roots the dearly departed Bruce Pearl arrived
with from Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Martin
also has an impeccable pedigree. As a member
of the Gene Keady coaching tree, along
with St. John’s coach Steve Lavin, Illinois
coach Bruce Weber, Vanderbilt coach Kevin
Stallings and Purdue coach Matt Painter, he
has precedent for success at a high level.
Are there some questions about Martin?
No doubt. He has never made an NCA A
Tou r na ment appeara nce. He has on ly
been a head coach for three seasons. Most
obviously, Missouri State isn’t Tennessee, and
the Missouri Valley isn’t the Southeastern
Conference.
However, all of that is small stuff compared
to the state the UT program is in. The belief
is that any potential NCAA sanctions may
be softened with Pearl now out of the fold,
but no one will really know until the NCAA
makes its ruling. Martin admitted that he
needed some questions answered about the
NCAA situation when he interviewed, but
he added that he has been told things would
work out. Knowing he had a good job at
MSU, I tend to believe those promises to
Martin have validity, and UT will be able to
navigate whatever comes.
As I said, I’ve hammered Hamilton in
the past. Part of me still can’t believe he has
weathered all of the storms that have rolled
through Rocky Top in recent memory. But he
got the job done, and in a tough spot at that.
Fair is fair — Hamilton got this one right.

Wade Payne / THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Coach Cuonzo Martin takes the helm at
Tennessee after the firing of Bruce Pearl.

Divided
Siblings excel on opposite ends of rivalry
Sarratts find
success pitching at
Carolina, Clemson
Isabelle Khurshudyan

IKHURSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

W hoever came up
w it h “Hou se Div ided”
merchandise clearly had the
Sarratt family in mind.
Sure enough, you can fi nd
a “House Divided” flag for
South Carolina and Clemson
i n t he f ront ya rd of t he
family’s home in Gaffney,
S.C.
The Sar rat t household
takes t he Palmet to State
Rivalry to a whole new level.
Justin Sarratt is a pitcher and
a co-captain on the Clemson
baseba l l tea m, wh i le h is
younger sister, Julie Sarratt,
is a star pitcher for the USC
softball squad.
Things might be
complicated for the Sarratts
now, but it wasn’t always like
that.
“We were Gamecock fans
all our life, and t hen my
brother surprised everybody
when he chose Clemson.
So we kind of switched to
there,” said Julie Sarratt, a
true freshman. “Now I’ve
kind of switched us back a
little bit.”
The sibling rivalr y
bet ween Just in and Ju lie
may be stronger than ever,
but they’ve also never been
closer. The two lean on each
other for support in their
respective careers.
B e f o r e Ju l ie S a r r at t ’s

f irst collegiate game
against Coastal Carolina,
Justin Sarratt sent her text
messages he k new would
build her up. After all, he
had been a freshman pitcher
once, too.
The messages must have
had an impact; Julie Sarratt
pitched a complete-game nohitter in her college debut
that day, leading USC to a
5-0 victory.
After, Justin Sarratt didn’t
have as much to say.
“I just told her,
‘Cong rat u lat ions. That’s
a w e s o m e ,’ ” s a i d J u s t i n
Sa r r at t , who is work i ng
toward a graduate degree.
“I was leaving the field, and
I heard about it, but I just
couldn’t believe it. I thought
that was awesome.”
Julie Sarratt, who earned
SEC Freshman of the Week
honors for her performance,
didn’t just impress her older
brot her but also her new
coach.
“ Her pre s enc e on t he
mound was fantastic. She
st ayed a head of h it ter s ,
she had good composure,
she knew what she wanted
to throw in situations with
certain batters and she just
did a great job working the
counts,” USC coach Beverly
Smith said. “I think it was
about the fifth inning that I
looked up at the scoreboard
and saw that there were no
hits for Coastal, and that’s
when I started to kind of feel
something special could be
happening.”
Something special

w a s h a p p e n i n g f o r t h e encouraged me the whole
G a mecock s. W h i le t hey way.”
For Julie Sarratt, getting
would fall to Winthrop in
Julie Sarratt’s second start, t he chance to play at t he
it was a game riddled with col leg iate le vel l i ke her
er rors. She wou ld go on brother was a dream come
to pitch a complete-game true, especially at USC.
“I’m from South Carolina,
shutout in her next start
against Florida Gulf Coast so it’s every little girl’s dream
in the Florida Gulf Coast to go big, and the SEC —
you can’t beat it,” she said.
University Tournament.
F u r t h e r m o r e , i n t h e “The competition is crazy, so
tournament, Julie Sarratt had just to have the opportunity
a pinch-hit double to lead a to go here is really exciting.”
As for Justin Sarratt, who
comeback against Villanova
w h e n t h e G a m e c o c k s is 1-1 this season with a 1.35
were down 4-1. USC won ERA in seven appearances,
t he game 5- 4. Fou r days there were no hard feelings
af ter t he shutout against when his little sister chose to
FGCU, Sarratt pitched six go to his school’s rival.
“I told her before she ever
more scoreless innings at
Charlotte to pick up the win. made the decision that she
Through the early part had to do what was best
of the SEC schedule, Julie for her, and that’s what she
Sarratt leads the team with did,” he said. “I did what was
37 strikeouts and has a 3.93 best for me, and I told her
ER A. In her appearances to do the exact same thing.
at the plate, she has a .262 Carolina was the best thing
batting average with seven for her, and I support her
decision 100 percent.”
RBIs and two home runs.
W hile t he siblings
The freshman has been
nothing short of impressive, might support each other
and she hasn’t lost sight of regardless of what school
the person who has been an they’re playing for, there is
inspiration to her all her life. still the issue of the rivalry
“I’ve always looked up during football, which can
to him, even when I was lead to some tense moments
younger,” said Julie Sarratt around Thanksgiving.
“There was a little back
of her brother. “Seeing him
go through everything, go and forth this year, but thank
through college — I knew goodness we came out on the
that I wanted to be at that good side,” Julie Sarratt said.
level, too. I’ve kind of got “I kind of got to rub it in,
to watch him go through just a little bit.”
ever y t hing and learn
from him. I knew what to Comments on this story?
expect coming in here, so Visit dailygamecock.com/sports
he’s definitely helped and

Wooten shines in scrimmage
Senior kicker making case
to lead on special teams
James Kratch

JKRATCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

South Carolina’s second scrimmage
of spring practice Saturday ended with a
“win” for the offense.
The unit’s margin of victory over the
defense was Jay Wooten’s right foot.
Wooten, a redshirt senior, kicked a
field goal on the last play of the session
to send the offense off the field as victors
after being roughed up by the defense a
week prior. He also kept himself squarely
in contention to continue kicking and,
according to coach Steve Spurrier,
punting once the fall rolls around.
Spurrier recently said Wooten, who
transferred to USC from North Carolina
in 2009, is leading fellow kickers Adam
Yates and Joey Scribner-Howard to be the
team’s placekicker and kickoff specialist.
T h at w a s n’t m u c h o f a s h o c k ,
considering Wooten handled the bulk of
USC’s kickoffs last year, recording five
touchbacks. Plus, Wooten has a good
amount of Division-I experience from his
days as a Tar Heel before he left Chapel
Hill for USC, his parents’ alma mater.
What did surprise somewhat was that
Spurrier said Wooten is ahead of redshirt
freshman Patrick Fish to be USC’s punter
as well.
If Wooten were to win both position
battles, he would follow in the footsteps
of departed senior Spencer Lanning, who
acted as both kicker and punter the past
two seasons for the Gamecocks, averaging
44.1 yards per punt last year along with 51
PAT conversions and 17 field goals.
Wooten said he doesn’t think of himself
as a favorite for either spot.
“I really don’t consider that at all,”
Wooten said. “It’s very early. There’s a lot
of time there [before the season]. I think
we’ve all been hitting the ball pretty well

Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Senior kicker Jay Wooten is leading the pack for kicking and punting duties in 2011.
as a group.”
If Wooten does end up pulling doubleduty, he will have some familiarity with
doing so. W hile playing at Scotland
Count y High in Laurinburg, N.C.,
Wooten did both. In the process, he
learned how a kicker must handle the
dual responsibilities and remain in-tune
with the flow of the game.
“Kicking field goals or doing punts —
you can kind of sit back and just work on
one or the other,” Wooten said. “You’ve
got to kind of move with the offense
[doing both]. See where the ball is and
[think], ‘OK, am I going to kick? Am I
going to punt?’”
Assuming he does kick and punt once
the season starts, Wooten will have a

good blueprint of how to handle the rigors
of acting as both, thanks to his time with
Lanning the past two seasons. The USC
kickers and punters keep to themselves
for almost the entirety of every practice,
so there was ample time for Lanning’s
work habits to rub off and impress upon
Wooten.
“Spencer did a great job handling both
things,” Wooten said. “He was as talented
as they come, and he definitely had a good
work ethic and approach to being ready
for both.”
If his number gets called, Wooten will
be counted on to do the same.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

HOUSING
1-4 BR APTS. USC AREA. rajaluri@
aeliusa.com www.uscarearentals.com.
803.318.0800.
2 Bd/2 Ba Condo. For Sale or Rent
to Own. $55k or $750/mo. 1100
sq ft. Covered patio facing pool. All
app. inc. New carpet and HVAC.
803.419.2413.

EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDING $250/dayNo exp nec.
Training available. 800-965-6520 x253
Pasta Fresca Seeking PM Part-Time
Servers & Cashiers.
Apply at Pasta Fresca, 3405 Forest
Drive, Columbia, SC 29206. Across
From Richland Mall, beside Kroger.
Courier/File Clerk Position
Small Downtown Law Firm has
immediate opening for Courier/
File Clerk position. Must have
transportation; be able to handle a
variety of duties, to include filing,
copying and other office duties. For
consideration, please submit resume
including school schedules to Post
Office Box 11809, Columbia, SC,
29211-1809.
Email Tobia@mclarenandlee.com

EMPLOYMENT
Summer Babysitter
Sitter needed in our home (25
min from USC) for 3 fun kids (6,
8, 10) 3x/wk. Must be nonsmoker
& have reliable car. Call Mary @
803.622.0630.
Administrative Specialist
Part-time office position available
with the Geriatric Education Center.
Grant funded temporary position until
6/30/2011; good potential for grant
continuation. 20 hrs/wk, Mon-Fri.
$12-15 hr. Excellent computer skills
required as well as attention to detail
and great data entry skills. Other
general office duties as assigned.
Send resume to joyce.gossard@
uscmed.sc.edu.
MOBILE WAITERS NEEDED IMMEDIATE INTERVIEWS! FT or PT,
make your own schedule, flexible
hours. Must have own car, cell w/
texting, GPS. Avg. $10-$14 per hour.
Email blatendresse@d-d-i.com, call
888-334-9675 ext. 0, or go to
www.d-d-i.com

HUNGER LIKES
ACTION MOVIES,
TOO.
1 IN 6 AMERICANS NOW STRUGGLES WITH HUNGER.

TOGETHER
WE’RE

Hunger is closer than you think. Reach out to your local food bank
for ways to do your part. Visit FeedingAmerica.org today.

SERVICES
Math Tutor:The Expert 738.8956

5 Pts. company full or part-time
available. Must be dependable,
pleasant. Clark 561-1307.
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There is no spokesperson with a catchy phrase to
remind the driver to slow down, stop eating, quit
messing with the radio or pay attention to the road.
LIk_\Jgfb\jg\ijfe%Zfd

There’s Only You. Speak Up.

